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WSU voices heard at Capitol
Valerie Kramer
W I NONAN

Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura
proposes low funds to higher
education. Legislators are willing
to give slightly more money to
state colleges and universities
than his proposal allows.

More than 2,000 Minnesota State
College and University students attended a rally at the Minnesota state Capitol
to voice their hopes and concerns for
the future of higher education.
Prior to attending the annual lobby
day, 30 Winona State University students, including student senators, organized meetings with house and senate
committees. Upon arriving at the Capitol, WSU students divided into six
groups and met with a total of 24 legislators, which is more than any other
school attending the rally.
"Real work gets done when you
meet with people," Jason Fossum,
WSU student senate president, said.
The main topics discussed were the

budget and the effects it has on public
higher education. The state of Minnesota currently has $100 million in new
money, and the state takes back the
money not budgeted toward higher
education and other committees to
make ,up the deficit. MnSCU students
hoped to urge legislators to vote for the
lowest amount going back to the state,
in turn leading to more funds toward
education.
"There are three different plans,"
Fossum said. Gov. Ventura has plans of
taking $32 million in order to make up
for the deficit, in addition to raising
taxes.
The state of Minnesota also has
received funds from a past tobacco settlement and several people want to
make up for the shortfall with the
money gained.

•

The House of Representatives,
whose bill was passed Friday, plans to
take $19 million back to the state. Plans
for the Senate are to take back $24 million, making more cuts and using less
of the tobacco settlement money. The
House uses more tobacco money and
• works with their election plan.
"I don't see it getting any higher
than $24 million and not much less than
$19 million," Fossum said. ---Each Minnesota Legislative branch
forms their version of the bill, and after
the passing of each plan, it will then go
to a conference committee, where the
differences will be worked out.
As students met with legislators to
give their input, they suggested numbers for a minimum cut toward education in the budget.
"We talked about financial aid issues

Personal Studs raise funds
e-mail
causes
dilemmas

and tried to encourage them to make
changes," said Fossum.
The importance of financial aid to
public education was brought up, as it
was in past years. A controversial issue
is the Pell Grant, a federal financial aid
grant. Minnesota reduces the state grant
when a student receives the federal,
which results in less aid for some students.
"Our students never see the
increase," Fossum said." The house
passes it, but Democrat Roger Moe, has
avoided putting it on the floor for the
past five years."
Financial aid has also been controversial between the public and private
colleges and universities. Financial aid
is based on the price of the school being
See Rally, Page 3

House votes
against
state labor
contract

Laurie Simon
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Sarah Kennon
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WSU professors have recently been experiencing problems
with rejected e-mails when they
attempt, to communicate with
students via Hotmail addresses
or other such mail services.
Students give their "primary"
Hotmail address rather than their
WSU Webmail address when the
professors request one in order
to communicate coursework.
Individuals simply have too
much existing mail in these
types of accounts and, therefore,
any new incoming mail is rejected. Also, these free commercial
providers are very busy "due to
sheer volume of mail and cannot
always service a mail connection."
Most of the students who are
not using their Webmail
accounts already have an alternate e-mail address (Hotmail,
Excite, etc...) where their friends
and family contact them. They
find it difficult to inform so
many that their e-mail address
has changed and continue to use
their free commercial mail
provider.
"Also, many students use services other than Webmail largely
because WSU's Webmail is
brand new and they haven't tried
it yet," said John Stafford of
WSU Computer Information
Services. "In addition, the current vax2 mail has no Web
browser interface, and that discourages a lot of people,"
Providers such as Hotmail,
MSN, Excite, AOL and Yahoo
have millions of subscribers and
are frequently overloaded. When
students receive multi-media
files such as movies, music and
pictures, their account quickly
reaches quota and begins rejecting any more incoming e-mails.
"The student goes to his mail

Due to the provision of same-sex partner
benefits in the recently negotiated contracts
of Minnesota state employees, House members voted Wednesday, in a non-binding resolution, against ratification.
"A committee in the house voted 11-9
against ratification, and the full house voted
75-54," said Stewart
Shaw, Winona's president of Minnesota State
University Association
of Administrative and
Service Faculty. "The
main reason that was
given for voting against
the contract was the
domestic partner (or
same-sex) fringe beneShaw
fits that are in the contracts. There is an eighth
contract that doesn't have that and the legislature did not include it in their disapproval."
The domestic partner benefits would give
the same kind of health benefits to people of
the same gender with whom employees live,
in the same way a person's spouse is covered,
Shaw explained.
"I was attending a meeting on Jan. 24 in
St. Paul, and the MnSCU legislative lobbyist
suggested we meet with our local legislators
to discuss the ratification of the contracts .

See E-mail, Page 3
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Todd Hanson and Joe Prusha entertain the crowd with their unique style and musical talent last
Wednesday during the stud auction to raise funds for the residence hall block party. First Prentiss
Hall raised the most money with Second Lucas spending the highest amount.

Senate votes on bonding bill
Patrick Howe
ST. PAUL (AP) — The Senate continues to play. the hare to the House's
tortoise at the Capitol this week.
The Senate plans to vote Monday
on a plump bonding bill stuffed with
building projects for colleges,
improvements to parks and bridge
repairs. If that happens, longtime Capitol regulars say it would be the earliest
a chamber has passed a bonding bill in
memory.
The Senate plan would have the
state spend the maximum allowed
under state guidelines. In all, the bill
would finance $1.2 billion worth of
projects, compared to $845 million in a
plan by Gov. Jesse Ventura. The House
hasn't yet produced a plan, but leaders
have said they expect it to be much
less than what the Senate proposed.
According to the civics-book
description of policymaking, this session of the Legislature is supposed to
be only about deciding which projects
are worthy of having the state borrow
to complete.
In practice, plenty of policy bills are

considered during capital budget
years, and this year lawmakers are also
preoccupied with patching the state's
projected $1.95 billion budget shortfall.
The House has so far lagged behind
the Senate, spending session time on
sticky political issues such as whether
to approve a contract for state workers
that includes benefits for the partners
of gay and lesbian employees.
But that's scheduled to change as
the Legislature enters its fourth week.
Unlike the Senate, which passed its
entire budget-balancing bill in one
shot, the House has split its plan into
11 separate bills being considered by
their respective committees.
At least three of those bills, covering transportation, higher education
and early childhood education, are
expected to get votes on the House
floor on Tuesday or Wednesday.
Those bills contain some of the
touchiest cuts yet proposed in the budget bills.
For example, the House's plan calls
for $175 million worth of cuts in the
Health and Human Services budget —

made up mostly of programs for poor
people and the elderly. That compares
to about $75 million in cuts in the Senate plan.
To reach its goal, the House com-

See Bonding, Page 4
Among the policy bills to
have attention next week:
1111 The House Jobs and Economic Development Finance
Committee takes up a plan to put
a Twins stadium in St. Paul,
financed through a $1 ticket tax
and a 3 percent increase on bar
taxes in the Twin Cities.
III The House Crime Prevention Committee will try to take a
final vote on a broad bill aimed
at combating terrorism on Tuesday. The bill has drawn opposition from civil libertarians who
are concerned it may grant law
enforcement too much power.

One of Winona State University's
biggest marketing ploys is its hightech laptop university, but when half
the students can't figure out how to
use their computers, the effort seems
futile.
This lack of student knowledge is
what persuaded Kimberlee Snyder,

associate professor in business
administration and the laptop liaison,
and her students to design a WSU
Student Technology Handbook.
Students from Snyder's Project
Management course researched more
than 30 laptop universities to view
their handbooks and interview students, faculty, deans and administrators. From the information they gathered, they came up with sections for

the WSU technology handbook.
There will be two separate handbooks, one for students and one for
staff and faculty. The handbook will
be divided into an administrative section, a 'how to' section, a glossary and
a directory. The staff and faculty
handbook will have an added section
on teaching technology.
The goal of the handbook is to
enable students to overcome technol-

Assessment
receives
good results
Sarah Goberville
WINONAN

ogy difficulties without running to the
technology support center all the
time.
"Previously students were given
an orientation on laptops," said Snyder. "Otherwise what they learned,
they learned from their peers, trial and
error and from the technology service
center. We are hoping some of these

Winona State University students had the
opportunity to voice their opinions about the
university to people who have the power to
make changes Feb. 12, during the third annual
Assessment Day.
The information collected from assessment
day and the online survey goes to the department of institutional research and assessment,
where a team of eight people analyzes the
information and publishes a Handbook of Student Assessment. The first handbook — created from last year's assessment information
— was published last month. The handbook
from this year's assessment day will be published by May 1.
"This has been the most successful assessment day that we've had," said Theresa
Waterbury, research analyst specialist. "We

See Technology , Page 3

See Assessment, Page 4

Technology handbook to assist WSU
Kelsea Samuelson
WINONAN

See Contract, Page 4
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Winona State Students Develop
Safety Video for TRW
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ROCHESTER CAMPUS NEWS

SASW presents community based activities
The Student Association of Social Workers at Rochester
campus has presented an enriching assortment of community-based activities. These events have been a reassurance of
personal desires and goals for many members in becoming a
professional social worker.
SASW activities have included:
• Delivering "Meals-on-Wheels" within Rochester area during Thanksgiving break
• Facilitating a "Teddy Bear Tea Time" for the families residing at the local Ronald McDonald House.
• Organizing a Valentine's Day party at a local Rochester
nursing home.
• Conducting a fund raising event selling EconoFoods
coupon booklets.
Future activities of the SASW for the spring are continuing
fundraising events, a food drive, assistance in Habitat for
Humanity and environmental clean-up projects.

STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

If you reach an impass while studying, try getting away
from the work for a few minutes, then coming back to it.
Putting the problem aside for a few minutes allows you to
approach it again with a fresh viewpoint, giving you a better chance to solve it.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center. Visit its Web site, and view academic
schedules, at www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac

Tryouts will include stunting, cheernewest and youngest member of the
ing, jumping, tumbling and dancing.
DNC.
For additional information or answers
For more information about WSU ColThree Winona State University students recently developed a safety train- lege Democrats contact 452-3105 or to questions, contact Dilon at 454-6631
or Jill at 454-4073 or by e-mail
ing video for the TRW Automotive of jrhedric3719@webmail.winona.edu .
at spiritwsu@hotmail.com .
Winona. The six-minute video, "TRW
Safety Protocol," is being used as an ori- WSU forensics places fifth
The Winona State University foren- Wages lower in West, East parts
entation tool for visiting customers, new
sics team took fifth place out of 11 total of Minnesota
employees, suppliers and other guests.
Casey Clay of Winona, Gayle Gabert teams present at the 17th annual Min- MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Workers in the
of Oshkosh, Wis., and Brooke White of nesota State Forensics Tournament this western half of Minnesota are nearly
twice as likely to have a low-wage job
Rochester, Minn., worked on the video past weekend.
as those in the Twin Cities area, the
Individual results included:
from October to December 2001. These
students developed the video for profes• Shannon O'Brien — 5th place in state's wealthiest region, according to
individual sweeps, 1st place in Duo with data from the Minnesota Department of
sor Dennis Pack.
"By and large, the students did a great Ryan Clover, 2nd place in After Dinner Economic Security.
The newly released figures show that
job. They scripted the program carefully Speaking, and 6th place in Poetry.
and took the time to make sure that
• Ryan Clover — 7th place in Individ- of the 220,628 workers in the northwesteverything was shot and edited effec- ual sweeps, 1st place in Duo with ern part of the state, 46.4 percent
tively," Pack said. "Still, it was a learning O'Brien, 5th place in Program Oral Inter- earned less than $10 an hour, the comexperience, and I am sure there are pretation, 5th place in Poetry and 7th monly accepted threshold for low-wage
work, as recently as 2000. Meanwhile,
things they would do differently next place in Drama.
• Danka Kragulj — 4th place in ADS, 16.9 percent earned more than $20 an
time."
As a direct result of TRW Automo- 5th place in Impromptu and 5th place in hour.
Among the 175,085 workers in southtive's satisfaction with the video, the Extemporaneous Interpretation.
company donated $250 to the mass
• Lance Morgan — 2nd place in Poet- western Minnesota, 44.5 percent earned
communication department.
ry (Qualifying it for the AFA National $10 an hour or less, and 17.2 percent
Tournament in April) and 3rd place in earned more than $20 an hour.
Meanwhile, Twin Cities workers had
College Democrats attend National POI.
higher
hourly wages than the rest of the
Jean
Prokott
and
Lance
Morgan
—
•
Convention in Washington D.C.
state. The median hourly wage in the
The College Democrats of Winona 7th place in Duo.
Twin Cities was $15.23 an hour, cornState started off the new year great with
pared with a statewide average of
a trip out to Washington D.C. for their Golden Key collects books
National Convention. Six students,
Golden Key International Honour $13.68.
Southeastern
Minnesota,
which
Araysa Ashmore, Melissa Trettin, Jessi- Society is asking for donations of new or
ca Hedrick, Ben Hyle, Katie Mullen, and used books of any type to send to Africa. includes Rochester, and the northeast
Drop-off points are located at 311 region, which includes Duluth, also fared
Sharazad Grami flew out there on
Somsen Hall and front of the library. better than the western side of the state,
Jan.18 and came back on Jan. 21.
For details, contact Kelly Bitter at though not as greatly as the Twin Cities.
They had the chance to listen to Senator Edwards, and DNC chair, Terry kmbitter9893@webmail.winona.edu . The median wages in those areas were,
McAuliffe speak, among many other
respectively, $12.45 and $11.84 an hour.
guests of honor at seminars. They also WSU Cheer team holds tryouts
In the southeast, 34.9 percent of the
voted in a new executive board, and
WSU Cheer team tryouts are sched- area's 224,065 workers earned less than
attended many workshops.
uled. A pre-tryout clinic will be held $10 an hour, while 24.4 percent earned
Katie Mullen ran for a national office March 15-16 for those interested to more than $20 an hour. In the northeast,
and successfully won the election. Katie, become familiar with the actual tryouts.
40.6 percent were low-wage workers,
a senior Political Science student and
The first tryout will be held March 22, and 26 percent earned $20 an hour or
Chair of the Minnesota College Democ- 6-9 p.m. and March 23, 9 a.m. to about 8 more.
rats is now the Political Director of Col- p.m. The second tryout date will be April
lege Democrats of America and the 5-6. Only one date is necessary.

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

Feb. 7 — at 12:57 a.m. several students were warned about
their behavior in Sheehan Hall.
The matter was referred to the
Sheehan Hall director.
Feb. 8 — At 8:35 a.m. a student reported that she left her
purse in a Lucas Hall bathroom
on Feb. 7 at approximately
7 p.m. When she returned the
purse and its contents were gone.
Feb. 8 — At 2:15 p.m. a student reported that his locked
locker in Memorial Hall was
entered. Missing from the locker
were shoes, shorts, baseball
gloves and other miscellaneous

items. The theft took place
sometime late Feb. 7 to just prior
to calling security.
Feb. 9 — At 3 a.m. a student
was found attempting to bring
alcohol into Richards Hall. The
matter was referred to the hall
director.
Feb. 10 — At 12:19 a.m. several students , were cited for an
alcohol violation in Prentiss
Hall. The matter was referred to
the hall director.
Feb. 10 — At 3:38 a.m. alcohol was found in a room in Prentiss Hall. The matter was
referred to the hall director.

See news? ... E-mail Valerie
Kramer at

Feb. 10 — At 11:01 p.m. a
student fell and struck his head
in Prentiss-Lucas Hall. An
ambulance was called and the
student was treated.
Feb. 11 — At 6:45 p.m. an
individual backed into a car
parked on King Street in the
Gold Lot. Police were notified,
but damage was less than
$1,000.
Feb. 14 — At 3:36 a.m. a student at Lourdes Hall was threatening to do harm to himself.
Police were notified.
Feb. 15 — At 1:58 a.m. an
intoxicated
individual
was

r

oolg
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attempting to gain entry into a
residence hall. The student was
not a resident of the hall and the
police were notified.
Feb. 15 — At 9:50 p.m. alcohol was discovered in a resident's room in Lourdes Hall. The
matter was referred to the hall
director.
Feb. 17 — At 1:32 a.m. security stopped at a room in
Richards Hall on routine checks
and warned the occupants about
noise. Alcohol was discovered in
the room. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
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Upcoming
Events

Counselors, Lifeguards, Healthcare, Dietician, and more

Internships & College Credit possible

Today —

See Us:

The University Planning Activities Committee will sponsor wax hands and laser tag from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.

February 22nd
10 a.m.-3 p.m.

February 21 —

Robert W. Messier Jr. is presenting "Thought-Provoking
Options of Joining Composite Materials and Structures" at
3:30 p.m. in Stark Hall 106. The lecture is free and open to
the public.
Through his lecture, Messier seeks to stimulate thinking
about how and why composite materials are new and special, and, thus, require new and special methods for producing what are sometimes said to be permanent joints.
Messier will present possibilities within the framework of a
general approach to seeking innovation in any undertaking.
February 22 —

The Therapeutic Recreation and Recreation Club will be
hosting a career fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the East
Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
The fair is geared toward students in studies related to
therapeutic recreation, recreation, nursing and sociology.
It's an opportunity for these students to network with professionals for possible internships and jobs.
February 22 —

"Name that tune" will be hosted by the Inter-Residence
Hall Council at 7 p.m. in the Smaug.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors reserve
the right to edit for space and content as they see fit.
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Editor-in-Chief

Winona State Universi

Winonan
Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Winonan is
managed, funded and operated by and for
members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate
and relevant to readers. Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal
journalistic creed that information be delivered
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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WSU janitor organizes
donation fund for friend

Page 3

Reaching the rafters

Laurie Simon
WINONAN

covered an advanced, malignant, three-inch tumor
near his heart. Since then, the 44-year-old has had 28
chemotherapy treatments.
Last week, Rohn had this to say in a letter to the
Rocky Rohn, a janitor at WSU's library, is appealing to the community of Winona on behalf of his editor of the Winona Daily News: "Arlie, I know you
friend Arlie Herber who was diagnosed with medi- are a distant friend, but I care. You love to elk hunt,
and I hope you are able to for another 50 years or
astinal nonseminoma cancer last fall.
Herber, an auto body repair man who resides in more."
Rohn is hoping that with help from caring and
rural Rollingstone, Minn., with his pregnant wife
Lisa and three-and-a-half year old son Max, has been generous people, Herber's son Max "can grow up to
be by his daddy's side, be tucked into bed each night,
a "distant friend" of Rohn's for many years now.
"He's a good guy," Rohn said. "And I'm just try- be read a book and say 'I love you daddy.' "
"I'm sure the family's bills are outrageous," Rohn
ing to help him out."
said.
"So please drop by Merchant's and be so kind
Rohn set up a donation fund for Herber's family at
Winona's Merchant Bank Feb. 11 and has also talked as to drop off a buck or two. It just might bring a bit
with WSU's administration about planning a campus of a smile to a hurting and tearful family."
Rohn, a Winona native who is no stranger to
fundraising event for the family. He is waiting for
word on that possibility and, in the meantime, is hop- tragedies in his lifetime, has said that he will do anying that some student clubs may latch onto the cause thing he can for anyone.
"I know a lot of people in this town who never
and brainstorm fundraising ideas. Rohn is hoping
more publicity about his friend's plight with cancer really cared for the college students," he said. "But
since working at the university, I've seen how great
will result in more support from the public.
Herber went to his clinic after an elk-hunting trip you kids are. You mean a lot to us workers."
last fall to be treated for pneumonia and doctors dis-

E-mail trouble
to read material pertaining to class
and finds that it is not there
because his mail was choked earlier by the large picture files,"
Stafford said.
"Last semester in my Principles
of Biology class, I gave my prof
my Hotmail address as my primary address. The date of one of our
tests was changed and he sent out
a mass e-mail to the class to notify
us of the change," said freshman
Audrey Rorabaugh. "I didn't get it
because my inbox was overloaded,
so I ended up studying two days in
advance and showed up to class all
prepared to take a test that wasn't
taking place that day."
In addition, storage limits in
these types of accounts are also
exceeded quickly because of targeted mass e-mailings sponsored
by the service provider. This
results because when students sign
up for an e-mail account, marketing information is gathered
through a series of questions that
are later released to advertisers. In
this manner, junk mail accumulates in Hotmail-type accounts
quite rapidly.
Marc Hauge, an administrator
with Computer Information Services at WSU's Technical Support
Center, outlined some of the
downfalls of free commercial email accounts: "Hotmail enforces
restrictions (quotas) for mail storage allowed for each account. A

Continued from Page 1

"WSU's Webmail is a
giant step towards
state-of-the-art messaging. WSU's Webmail is the same highend messaging product
found in major corporations and commercial
sites."
JOHN STAFFORD
Programmer/Analyst
Computer Information Systems

free account offers each individual
2 megabytes of space for their
mail storage. Also, if an account is
not checked on a regular basis
(within a 30-day period), accounts
are summarily deactivated."
In contrast, WSU Webmail
offers 20 megabytes of storage,
which can be used with a multitude of e-mail clients including
Outlook Express. Also, accounts
will be active as long as students
are enrolled at WSU. Webmail
offers the ability to send and
receive attachments up to four
megabytes, use content filtering
and forward e-mail to an alternate
address.
"We will never lease your email address to any advertisers
and we take a pro-active approach
to blocking unsolicited-bulk email messages that could clutter
your in-box," explained Hauge,

Rally
attended; therefore private schools are receiving
more.
"There is a cap on the amount given to private
school attendants," Fossum said. The high price is
equal to about the same amount it costs to attend
WSU and other public colleges and universities.
"We, of course, oppose this," Fossum said.
New science buildings for WSU and Moorhead
State University were also topics that arose. The Senate, Governor and Speaker of the House passed a list
of improvements, which included the science buildings.
"A bonding bill is expected to be passed within
the next couple months," Fossum said. "It looks like
it's pretty much sewn up and in the bag."

"Because it's Web-enabled, you
can check your e-mail from any
computer with a modern Web
browser connected to the Internet."
With WSU Webmail, students
can easily find faculty, staff or
other students' e-mail addresses
by using the built in directory
search utility. Plus, faculty and
staff will have a reliable directory
to locate e-mail addresses to relay
course-related information and/or
important university announcements.
According to Stafford, the
remedy to this problem of rejected
e-mails is already in place and
merely has to be exploited.
"WSU's Webmail is a giant step
towards state-of-the-art messaging," he said, "WSU's Webmail is
the same high-end messaging
product found in major corporations and commercial sites. We in
Information Technology Services
were very pleased when the Vice
President of ITS Joe Whetstone
and the administration supported
the effort to give our students the

very best mail server."
Hauge agreed, "(Students
should) simply use their WSU
provided e-mail account or set
their Webmail account to their preferred e-mail address. It is their
responsibility to monitor their
WSU account and their choice as
to how they go about doing it."

Continued from Page 1
Another issue that Gov. Ventura has introduced is
strictly for students and prisoners. He proposes that a
$100 tax be put on a 14-meal plan and as the meal
plan increases, the tax would also increase. However,
the outlook of the tax being passed is not positive.
The annual student lobby day eventually led the
students marching to the Capitol from St. Paul Technical College following the meetings. Fossum, along
with other students, spoke at the student rally on the
Capitol steps, before the rally went on into rallying in
the Capitol rotunda.
"Everyone had a chance to be heard," Fossum
said. "It's easier to have people listen when they (legislators) are looking for people to support them."

Ty Gangelhoff/WiNoNAN

WSU cheerleader Paige Christ concentrates while performing a basket toss
during halftime of the women's basketball game Friday night. The men's
basketball game halftime featured a Hall-of-Fame award. See Page 10 for
more details.

Technology handbook
`how to' sections will give students the basic
knowledge so students don't have to always
run to the technology service center."
The idea for the handbook came from a
conversation with Joe Whetstone, vice president of information technology. Start-up
money was provided by a WSU Alumni foundation grant. The $3000 grant will he used for
all production including printing and layout.
Snyder credits her project management students for a lot of the hard work that went into
producing the book. The research, she said,
gave her students experience handling a project in a very tight time frame. It was also a
real project, which
enabled them with
experience in future
life situations. The
handbook will include
all the students' names
and a hard copy will be
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Continued from Page 1
mailed to the participating students who have
graduated. She said it is a good project to use
in their portfolios.
Snyder hopes the roughly 100-page handbook will be ready to go to print by June and
will be put together and on PDF files on students' laptops or the Web by fall semester
2002.
• Technology service is currently debating
how to maintain changes and corrections in
the handbook. They are considering doing a
Web-based change announcement or they may
have an entire new document to download
when changes occur.

FROZEN CUSTARD
SUTTERBURGERS -

bine-in or use our convenient
drive-up window.
Call in orders welcome!

qui 10:30 cm- 10:00 p" Daly
What makes a ButterBurger like no
other burger? No, we don't grill in
butter -- or any oil for that matter.
And, no, we don't mix butter in with
our lean, fresh (never frozen) ground
chuck. Instead, we lightly butter
the toasted crown of the bun and
serve it hot and fresh; that's what
makes it taste like Culver's.

(507) 457-9030

1441 Service Drive
Winona, MN 55987

America's favorites made fresh
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Labor contract

Continued from Page 1

with them. So we set up a meeting for Saturday. This was before anything happened
in the Legislature," he commented. Both
local representatives of the House, Gene
Pelowski and Michelle Rifenberg and local
State Sen. Bob Kierlin were invited.
Our state senator and one of the representatives indicated that they would come,
however, Michelle Rifenberg indicated she
would not come, and that if we wanted to
meet with her we could do that in her office
in St. Paul. Her concern is the domestic
partner benefits. She regards it as a moral
issue, and seems to be unwilling to discuss
it, because it is a moral issue," Shaw said.
By having the meeting, members of
Shaw's union and others hope to ask the
legislators where they stand on the issue,
and hope to get them to make a commitment to vote for the ratification.
"And we hope to give them a sense of
how important this is to state employees,"
Shaw said.
The contracts in question affect seven
state unions, three of which are represented
in Winona. These are American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees, which includes the clerical and maintenance staff, and Minnesota Association of
Professional Employees, which includes
computer support persons and lab assistants. These unions are the two that went on
strike last fall.
Also affected is MSUAASF, which
includes people with managerial responsibilities, such as Shaw himself as the WSU
Registrar, people working in the admissions office, advising and retention services, hall directors and others.
Shaw said, "These are the unions in
jeopardy of not having their contracts
renewed; whether or not they will strike

Bonding

•SOUTH PADRE •
•PANAMA CITY BEACH •
•STEAMBOAT •
•BRECKENRIDGE •
•DAYTONA BEACH • ASPEN.
www.sunchase, c om
1•800•SUNCHASE

VIM 0 SHOULD PLAY
TAI CHI? YOU!
If you have the courage
to try some
new that
could be very good for
you, call Brice Wilkinson
(507)454-69U, for free
introductory lessons at
St isSports Cellar. WA!
6:00 an. or T /Th 6:00
p.m . Indructor VVS U
Prof. Emeritus, 49 years

active martial artist. 7th
Degree B lack Belt Judo,
member U.S. M edict! Arts
Hall of Fame.

Meghann Miller/WiNoNAN

John White and Jarrett Wolvington get into the Valentine's day spirit by purchasing a flower
at Thursday's carnation sale at Prentiss-Lucas Hall.

Assessment

mittee has proposed $322 million worth of potential cuts, and it will
narrow the list after hearing public testimony. More than 75 people
are scheduled to speak to the committee on Monday and Wednesday.
Whatever is left of lawmakers' attention will be focused on their
own pet policy bills, which face a key deadline. Any bills that
haven't passed out of their initial policy committees by Friday are
considered dead for the session. March 1 is the deadline for all surviving bills to clear finance committees.
And any remaining House budget-balancing bills must be ready
for the House floor by March 8.

.
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Carnations for causes

again remains to be seen, it would be the
first time for my union."
If the contract ratification is not
approved, salaries, working conditions and
fringe benefits would go back to what they
were before the strike. One of the problems
that must be faced if this does happen is
that the medical insurance coverage plans
that union members had available to them
prior to Jan. 1 no longer exist, so there is
nothing to go back to. Shaw said some people thought that it could be possible to continue medical insurance.
"Nobody seems to know for sure
whether or not that is possible," he said.
"So there's that problem. We're all really
concerned about knowing what will be
done about it again. There is some thought
that we could use some other insurance
plan but the point is that nobody knows."
"The Legislature can act at any time that
it is in session, and its session will probably
last at least until April," Shaw said. "I suspect some people will find it hard to
believe if the Legislature does not ratify
these contracts, because they have always
ratified them it in the past. If they don't this
would be a first. We suspect that as the
Legislative session draws to a close, and if
the contracts have not been ratified, there
will be a lot more concern and anxiety
expressed about it."
Shaw suggested that if students would
like to help, they could contact their legislators, express their concern and let them
know that employees are concerned and
that they don't know if there will be another strike.
"If there is a strike, two weeks last fall
was bad enough, but having another strike
this spring or summer is not good for education," he said.

Continued from Page 1

SPRING
BRE'A'K

February

Continued from Page 1

had by far the highest number of people."
She said she received positive feedback
from students of all class levels in the class
she teaches.
The student participation has already
exceeded last year's involvement. Last year
approximately 2,100 students completed the
online survey that provided feedback for the
Assessment and Institutional Research
office. Waterbury said this year's online survey is still open, but 2,682 students had
completed it as of 4 p.m. Monday.
Data for the assessment handbook relies
completely on the feedback received from
assessment day, the pre-enrollment survey
taken by incoming freshmen at the beginning of their first year and the collegiate
assessment of academic proficiency, an
exam given during assessment day.
The office of institutional research and
assessment publishes the student assessment handbook to provide WSU with a
report that can be used to assist in decisionmaking and planning and in measuring how
well the university is corresponding with
the mission statement.
Waterbury said a portion of the process
"is done by the department's two interns and
I overlook the development of the students
work. One intern is majoring in statistics

and works with the statistical information
and the other is an English major who works
on the writing for the handbook."
Hard copies of the published handbook
are sent to department chairs, directors and
administrators and are otherwise available
to faculty and staff online. Faculty and staff
can then evaluate the data provided in the
handbook and consider the areas that they
can improve on for the university and its
students. Handbooks might also be made
available online for students and will only
require a warrior tech ID and pin to view.
The purpose of the handbook is to produce reports that can be used by Winona
State administration and academic departments to enrich the quality of the institution
and the students' learning experience.
Encouraging information has been discovered from the information obtained and
organized by the office of institutional
research and assessment and presented
within the handbook's five sections.
Each of the handbook's sections are
questions and answers regarding the purpose of the survey as well as information on
that particular survey, a written introductory
synopsis, statistics and graphs.
Sections of the handbook consist of the
pre-enrollment survey results, data update

on the student, campus perceptions, general
'satisfaction, social behaviors, satisfaction
with course curriculum for general education and major courses, skill development
for general education and major courses,
study habits for general education and
major courses, quality of instruction for
general education and major courses and the
CAPP exam.
Statistics included in the
recently published handbook:
■ 95 percent of students said they
felt welcome at WSU
111 94 percent said they think WSU is
committed to academic excellence
■ 87 percent of the students said
their college experiences have met their
expectations
■ 81 percent said they would enroll
at Winona State University again if they
had to do it all over
■ 300 out of the 1,100 eligible students to take the CAPP exam received
scores higher than the national average

ti3MS'SgegUeS
Spring Break
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahammas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed...Travel free, Earn $$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-8203 /
www.leisuretours.com
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in
FREE Travel, Drinks, Food, and Parties
with the Best DJ's and celebrities in
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, and the
Bahamas. Go to StudentCity.com ,
call 1-800-293-1443 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com to find out more.
SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. From $399. (800)366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com
***SPRING BREAK***
Mazatlan, Cancun, Jamaica
Early Bird Specials
50+ hrs FREE drinks & meal packages
#1 Party Package
Campus Reps Wanted
WE ARE SPRING BREAK

www.paradisepartiescom
1.877.467.2723

Spring

reak

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun Coast
Vacations wants to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR FREE! To
find out how, call 1-888-777-4642 or
e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com .
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Price! Space is
Limited. 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
WHOLESALE SPRING BREAK
877-633-2386

Help Wanted
Twin Cities Student Painters is hiring
Operation Mangers (11/hr) and Painters
(9/hr) for full-time summer employment.
Call (651)634-4130 or (888)695-1313 or
access www.tcstudentpainters.com

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Want To Make A Difference?
Project FINE (Focus on Integrating Newcomers through Education) seeks an
AmeriCorps *VISTA volunteer(s) for one
year service. This position is an excellent opportunity to become involved in
Winona County and its ethnically divers
population. As an AmeriCorps *VISTA
volunteer you will recieve
$9,024.00/year as a living allowance
with an education award after one year
of completion. Deadline for application is
March 15, 2002. Secohd language not
required, but desired. Please contact
Program Director, Annissa, for further
information. 507-542-4100 or
projectf@rconnect.corn

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit

COME TO NEW ENGLAND FOR THE
SUMMER! 6/16-8/16. Outstanding girl's
sports camp in New Hampshire on
largest lake in New England (near
Boston, White Mtns, Maine coast) seek
energetic & skilled counselors for land &
water sports as well as the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation paid. To
schedule an interview on campus please
call 866-265-8577 (it's free) or apply
online: www.robindel.com .

www.campusfundraiser.com
RIVER BOAT CREW
Come aboard Mississippi Riverboats this
summer! Boat, Office, & Photo crew
needed for passenger vessels in St. Paul
& Mpls. Full time seasonal positions
available APR thru OCT: variety of hours.
Start $8/hr, plus incentives. Padelford
Packet Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
MN 55107. 651.227-1100 or 800-5433908-website: www.padelfordboats.com

For Sale
Full-Size Mattress Set COMPLETE
w/frame. Brand new, still in bag, $500
value, Sacrifice for $195. Delivery available, 608-304-2337.
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SPOTLIGHT

Cetera'

Check out
Page 7 for the
top ten
movies at the
box office

First Japan
fair Saturday

BRIEFS
WSU orchestra
concert Feb. 24
The Winona Symphony Orchestra presents its next concert
in the Performing Arts
Center at 4 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets to the concert are $10 for adults
and $3 for children and
students.
They may be purchased in advance at
Hardt's Music, 115
East Third St., or at the
WSU Box Office starting one hour before the
concert.

Sara Edenhofer

photo in a traditional Japanese
What?
costume.
Japan Fair
The new Japan
"People
in
Club is making
Winona may not
great strides on the
know the differWhen?
Winons State Unience between ChiSaturday, Feb. 23
versity campus.
nese
and Japanese
11 a.m.- 3 p.m.
The club, which
culture," Nakazawas formed last
wa said.
Where?
semester, will host
Members of
the first Japan fair
The Japanese club
Kryzsko
on Saturday.
will be available
Commons East
Usa Nakazawa,
to answer any
Dining Hall
Japan club presiquestions about
dent, said the event
Japanese culture
How much?
is important to the
or the various staAdults: $4
WSU community
tions. Nakazawa
because of the
Students: $3
encourages fair
growing number of
patrons to take full
Seniors and
Japanese students.
advantage of the
Children: $2
"There
are
fair.
Under 3: Free
40-plus
students
"People can't
here studying and
be shy. They have
Purchase
trying to achieve
to try all the statickets
in Kryzsko
their
goals,"
,
tions and explore
Commons, Lower
Nakazawa said.
Japan," Nakazawa
Hyphen
"Japanese students
said. "We can
are sometimes
learn a lot from
faced with cultural
the community,
differences, misunderstandings too. I guess it is a give and take
or stereotypes. The fair could be kind of situation."
one way to reduce those difficulPeople interested in attending
ties."
the fair can purchase tickets in
Nakazawa said the WSU the Kryzsko Commons Lower
community would not want to Hyphen. Ticket prices are $4 for
miss any of the interactive adults, $3 for students and $2 for
stations.
seniors and children. Children
People can try their hand at under age 3 are free.
Japanese calligraphy or the
"The Japan Club also wants
paper folding art, origami. people to have a good time
Participants can also experience without paying a lot," Nakazawa
a Japanese tea ceremony and a said. "If people say, 'It was fun,'
Japanese drum performance. then our goal has been
There will also be the achieved."
opportunity to try on and take a
WINONAN

WSU presents
`Cello day'
The sound of cello
music will fill the Performing Arts Center
Saturday, March 2, as
part of WSUs annual
Cello Day.
The day begins with
registration from 10 to
10:30 a.m. at the Performing Arts Center.
Guest clinician Camilla
Heller is leading a
master class for cello
in the PAC Recital Hall
from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The WSU
Cello Quartet performs
in the PAC Recital Hall
from 2 to 3 p.m. Cello
Day concludes with a
mass cello ensemble,
3 to 4 p.m. in the PAC
Instrumental
Rehearsal Room.
Those interested in
participating in WSUs
Cello Day activities are
asked to RSVP by calling Paul Vance at
457-5254.

■

Sarah Kennon/WINONAN

Usa Nakazawa, Naomi Kobayashi and Mariko Shiroto display kimonos, the traditional
Japanese dress. The outfits will be available for fairgoers to try on at the first annual
Japan Fair on Saturday. Other activities available at the fair include a tea ceremony, a
drum performance and origami.

WSU National Broadcasting Society
celebrates one-year anniversary
Christine Behrend
WINONAN

Poet speaks of
Asian-American
issues at WSU
Alicia A. Magera
WINONAN

Monday, poet and performance artist Bao Phi
presented his work for the Winona State University
Community.
Bao Phi was born in Vietnam but moved to the
United States when he was only 6 months old. Phi
said he grew up in the Phillips neighborhood of the
Twin Cities. He attended McCallaster College and
now works for a non-profit organization. Phi teaches
poetry and performance art to kids in the Twin Cities
area.
Phi also tours around presenting his poetry and
his performance art. His work is more a subdivision
of poetry than just traditional written poetry.
"My poetry is more of a spoken word really," Phi
said.
English professor Ken McCullough said, "All of
it (his poetry) is very much meant to be heard. It
works very well on the page but the entire way of
thinking is much better communicated orally."
See Phi, Page 8

The Winona State University chapter of the
National Broadcasting Society is recognizing its
one-year anniversary after being reactivated as a
chapter in February 2001. In the past year, the
WSU chapter of NBS has been active at Winona
State and the Winona community by participating
in service projects and campus-wide events, such
as the club fair and homecoming.
The chapter was reactivated after being
inactive for more than seven years. After viewing
impressive student work, chapter advisor Ajit
Daniel encouraged his students to set forth in
rebuilding the chapter. When later the students
came to him for an adviser, he thought over the
time commitment and agreed. Daniel is a former
advisor for the previous NBS, but gave up the
position to work towards getting his Ph.D.
"My job is to coach students, to guide them
and to push at times," Daniel said. "I have felt
that Winona State broadcasting students are second to no one, but they need an avenue and an
opportunity to demonstrate their qualifications

and the strength of their character to the world
around them and to themselves as well. In my
humble opinion, the National Broadcasting Society allows them to do this."
The Winona State University Foundation has
awarded a $1,000 grant to the WSU National
Broadcasting Society members and adviser. The
WSU chapter started with nine members, but currently has more than 20.
Daniel said the grant application was
submitted with only one purpose in mind: asking
for funds on behalf of the chapter to enable students to attend the NBS national convention in
Atlanta.
There were 13 applications for a limited
amount of funds and NBS, represented by
Daniel, was one of the applicants approved. The
money is to be used exclusively. to help meet the
chapter is expenses for the convention.
WSU is sending 11 people to Atlanta for the
convention. Those attending were chosen by a
participation points system. The National
Convention offers students leadership roles,
internships and a way to learn from others' projects, as well as having theirs be seen. The con-

vention offers many awards. NBS has been nominated for the National Chapter of the Year
Award.
The convention is March 20 to 24. Members
hope to see their hard work from the past year
pay off.
Jessica Larson, a senior broadcasting student
at WSU, is the incoming president for NBS.
"I've always been interested in television and
radio. I think this is a great chance for me to
branch out," said Larson, who will be attending
the convention in March.
Larson said she has many ideas for NBS in the
following year and hopes she can encourage
underclassmen to join.
"(NBS) gives students a chance to put projects
together and have other students give a
hand. Plus, being a member and national awards
look great on resumes," Larson said.
Larson also wants students to realize that NBS
is a great opportunity for students not majoring in
broadcasting as well.
Larson said NBS is also working on getting a
grant for a new studio and doing volunteer work
to get their name out in the community.

Anecdotes prove you're not so dumb
MICHAEL
CANAVINO

Technology
columnist

Most people take computers too
seriously. They are always afraid of
"breaking it." They also feel everyone but them knows how to use a

computer. In an effort to show people have wildly varying skill levels,
and to show what computers can
survive, I've compiled a list of computer anecdotes from
www.rinkworks.com .
Logging On
■ One employee couldn't log in
to her new computer account and
asked me for help. I asked all the
routine questions, including, "Are
you sure this is the right password?"
Her: (exasperated) "I'm sure it's
the correct passwMd. I typed in the

one I saw (another co-worker) use
Customer: "Huh? No. No Interto login to her machine."
net. I don't even have a computer."
Mc: "And what password was
Tech Support: "Ok, sir, you need
that?"
a computer and an Internet account
Her: "Five asterisks."
to access Web sites."
Customer: "Oh. Well, it didn't
Web Browsing
say that when I mailed in the memTech Support: "Now go to that bership card. I want my money
back."
address."
Customer: "I-low do I do that?"
Support Calls
Tech Support: "Type it in your
web browser."
"When I sign up, do I need to
Customer: "Huh?"
be home so you can come out and
Tech Support: "Ok... sir... do you install the Internet to my house?"
have Internet access?"
See Stories, Page 7
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Policy doesn't
alleviate
environments'
problems
Last week President
Bush
CHRIS
announced
his
BENDA
alternative plan for
the United States
in reducing greenEnvironhouse gas emismental
sions. His plan is
columnist
not really a reduction, but a slowed
rate of increase
mainly through voluntary decisions by businesses. He
also plans to offer tax incentives to businesses and
U.S. citizens for implementing energy-efficient, less
polluting practices.
The United States signed the initial Kyoto agreement, which sought for a decrease in greenhouse
gases that would be 7 percent less than levels emitted
in 1990. The details about how to do this were to be
discussed at subsequent climate change meetings.
When President Bush took office, he rejected the
legally binding Kyoto treaty under harsh criticism by
the international community.
Bush's plan does not outline any regulations for
addressing carbon dioxide emissions, a greenhouse
gas whose concentration has exploded since the
industrial revolution. But his plan does address three
major pollutants: sulfur dioxide, which causes acid
rain; nitrogen oxides, which create urban smog and
are only one of the six greenhouse gases selected for
reduction; and mercury, which previously has been
unregulated.
However, that is really a mute point since Bush's
plan is likely to have no significant impact on reducing the rate or the overall emissions of pollutants. His
father's plan also offered tax credits and voluntary
reductions to business that develop cleaner, more efficient practices but had little success in even reducing
the rate of increase of these pollutants.
One reason for his plan's failure
is because industry is not required
to have its progress monitored.
40:
Philip Clapp, president of National
Environmental Trust, said of the
voluntary reductions that have
failed in the past, "The president's
Deep EcoloQp
global warming proposal appears
to be another faith-based initiative, and there's no reason to believe polluters are suddenly going to see the
light."
None of this is surprising, given Bush's environmental record. He believes that the adoption of the
rules by 170 countries regarding the Kyoto agreement
is not sound policy. His administration commented
that "the emission targets are not scientifically based
or environmentally affective," especially given the
omission of developing countries like China and
India, which together account for more greenhouse
gas emissions than the United States.
His major compliant with the Kyoto rules is that "it
would cost the U.S. economy $400 billion and
4.9 million jobs and would enforce arbitrary, impractical and unrealistic targets."
He is correct — the reductions of greenhouse gas
emissions are arbitrary because if the reductions were
scientifically based they would be much higher.
The rules are also impractical since even the
stricter regulations adopted by 160 countries are
unlikely to have any significant change. How this
equates into swinging the pendulum away from
addressing the problem is what's unrealistic. Perhaps
some of the money and jobs lost from the economy
could be reconciled by using the funds Bush is allocating for a missile defense shield.
See Chris, Page 8

Jam session

Seamus Boyle/WmNAN

Members of Soul Beat jam out in the east cafe, where they meet every Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. Soul Beat is an oncampus cliib dedecated to the art of group percussion improvisation. All are welcome, whether they have drums or
just some pots and pans. Pictured, from left, are Jamie Harper, Amara Whittle, Andy Vercnocke, Steve Kukowski and
the hands of Ted Welker.

Recipe needs fat for flaky, tender pie crust

Food
columnist

Today is National Cherry Pie Day. I

don't like cherries, but I do like pie. I'll
leave the filling up to you and just pass
the best advice on pie crusts I've got.
No matter what the filling, you'll
need to start with a good crust. Graham
cracker or cookie crumb crusts are simple, but used less often than the classic
pastry crust.
You can, of course, buy a prepared
crust and skip the detail work. But if you
want everything "from scratch," there's
a little more effort involved.
With pastry crusts, you'll run across
many variations all centering around
three basic ingredients: flour, fat and liquid.
Flour forms the bulk of the crust,
while adding the structure and stability
needed for
the crust to
keep a shape.
Fat is the
ingredient
that
gives

crusts their
delicious
attributes:

SeatbningS

What you imagined your nursing career would be.

Opportunities for
New RN Graduates exist in:
Cardiovascular
Dermatology
Hematology
Medical/Surgical
Nephrology
Oncology
Psychiatry
Urology

• Critical Care (Internship Program)
• Gastroenterology
• Infusion Therapy
• Medical/Thoracic
• Neurology
• Orthopedics
• Rehabilitation
• PeriOperative/PeriAnesthesia

Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota is the world's largest private,
not-for-profit medical center, offering patients virtually every kind of medical
treatment, diagnostic tool and nursing expertise. Professional Nursing at Mayo
Clinic delivers comprehensive nursing care of the highest standard.
Nurses are offered unparalleled opportunities for career mobility and growth.
Practice is closely integrated with advanced education and research programs.
At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to practice your profession in a
world-renowned medical center with a reputation for high standards.
Mayo Clinic offers a comprehensive benefits package that includes interview
expenses and relocation assistance. Other benefits include Mayo Clinic
provided medical and dental coverage, a generous paid time off program
and tuition assistance. Please refer to #02-NG.WSU when inquiring about
nursing opportunities.

Mayo Clinic

200 First Street SW, 0E-4 • Rochester, MN 55905
ph 1.800-562-7984 fax 507-266-3167 e-mail careers@mayo.edu
Jacksonville, FL
Scottsdale, AZ

taste, texture and the like. Butter will
give your crust the most flavor, but
shortening results in a flakier texture
(lard is optimal for super-flaky crusts). A
crust made with vegetable shortening is
a little easier to work with, while crusts
made with vegetable oil are less flaky
and more tender.
If you find a crust recipe that combines a few different types of fat, you
may be in for a real treat. After all, such
a recipe combines the best of all worlds.
The final ingredient, liquid, keeps the
dough pliable when working. Typically
this will be water, but it can also be

cream, cream cheese or eggs.
There are two important tips to keep
in mind when making your pie crust: 1)
Keep ingredients cold and 2) Mix as little as possible. I'll explain.
One of the reasons you get that flaky,
tender crust is because the fat doesn't
completely dissolve into the flour. Don't
worry, this doesn't mean biting into huge
chunks of butter or lard; as the crust
bakes, the fat will distribute.
Chill all your ingredients, including
the fat, before working with them. In a
large bowl, stir together all the dry ingredients, such as flour and salt. Then, cut
the fat into the dry ingredients (cut the
fat into chunks and drop them in the
bowl).
The best way to mix in the fat is with
a pastry blender, although your fingers
will also work. Mix things together until
combined, but quit right before the fat is
broken down smaller than the size of
See Missy, Page 8

Try this:
Banana Cream Pie
Crust:
1 cup all-purpose flour

1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup shortening
3 tablespoons cold water
-

Combine flour and salt. Cut in shortening and mix
as described in article. Sprinkle water, a tablespoon
at a time, over mixture while tossing quickly until
particles stick together. Roll dough out to 10-inch circle for 9-inch pie pan. Lift and place in pan; pat out
air and trim excess dough from edge. Prick entire
crust thoroughly. Bake in 450 degree oven for
12 minutes or until golden brown, Cool completely.
Filling:

3/4 cup sugar
1/3 cup all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 cups milk
3 slightly beaten egg yolks
2 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 medium banana, peeled
In saucepan, combine sugar, flour and salt; gradually stir in milk. Cook and stir over medium heat
until bubbly. Cook and stir 2 minutes. Remove from
heat. Stir a moderate amount of the hot mixture into
the egg yolks; stir the egg mixture back into the hot
mixture; cook,2 minutes, stirring constantly. Remove
from heat. Add butter and vanilla. Slice banana into
cooled pastry shell. Pour cooked mixture over
bananas. Cool.

God created humans to share love
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engaged in the dance of a
lifetime, to create this place
called
earth? I think it is the
Jot
same thing that has driven him
since the beginning of time —
us!
Religion
God had us, you and me, on
his
heart since the beginning of
columnist
time. He knew he was complete.
He knew the love he held, and he
"Now the earth was formless simply wanted to share it — with
and empty, darkness was over us!
the surface of the deep, and the
God did not create the earth
Spirit of God was hovering over for his own good, rather he
the waters" (Genesis 1:2).
created it so that we would be
What was God thinking when able to catch a glimpse, with our
he decided to create the earth?
own two eyes, of the beauty and
What would move the complexity that is found in him.
emotions of God so much that he He wanted us to experience what
would form the earth?
he felt so badly that he died for
God is complete in himself. it.
He did not need to create the
Jesus did not die so we could
earth to experience pleasure. He have a one-way ticket to heaven,
is pleasure itself. He did not or so we could have some sort of
need to create the earth so that he freedom that allows us to push
could have something to look at other people into believing.
and experience beauty.
People will go to heaven and
God experiences the fullness come to know the love God has
of beauty in himself. He is for them, but the primary reason
God.
God did what he did was so your
Think about it. What would heart could experience the love
drive God, who is already he possesses for you.

I know this is crazy, and I
don't understand it, but
somehow it makes sense. It
touches something in my heart to
think the God of the
universe likes me enough, as I
am, in my weakness and
immaturity, to allow me to
experience the pleasures he has
in his heart. And honestly, I have
reasons aplenty for God not to
like me, but that is not who
he is.
The God of the Bible is a god
who likes people, even the weak
ones. (Especially the weak
ones!)
The realization that God
actually likes me has been
paramount in my life. With such
a picture of him it takes only two
verses into the Bible for me to
feel uniquely special.
I actually want to read on, not
to gain knowledge of another
book, but to learn more about the
heart of a God who actually
wants me to experience his
pleasures.

Reach Joe Gilman at
jgilman23@yahoo.corn
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`Super Troopers' jokes
cannot save its plot
Have yoU ever been
pulled over by the cops
and wonder what they talk
BRIAN
about as they run your
GALLAGHER information through to the
dispatch? Well, I sure
hope
it doesn't resemble
Movie
"Super
Troopers," no matReviewer
ter how funny it is.
"Super Troopers" is a
zany comedy about the goings on at a Verinont Highway Patrol
station. These are the cops that you fear to speed by. They make
bets on high-speed chases. mess with the drivers and get in
fights with the local cops. The movie starts out with a hilarious
scene where two of the troopers pull over a car full of stoners
and proceed to totally screw with their drug-induced minds. But
the laughs don't come as consistently in the rest of the movie.
This group of troopers constantly twist the mold of the standard cop, and it has earned
them a reputation of sorts as
being rebels throughout the
state. But when the state budget needs cutting, the station
is in danger of being removed.
So they need a major bust to
keep the station alive. The
troopers, Thorny (Chandrasekhar), Mac (Lemme),
Rabbit (Stolhanske), Foster
(Soter) and Farva (Heiferman), are begged by their captain (Brian Cox) to straighten out
their act. But, of course, this doesn't happen. They happen to
pull over a semi truck for not checking in at a weigh station, and
the semi ended up being a transport for a few hundred pounds of
marijuana. The sticker on the bags of pot matches a tattoo they
found on a murdered girl, and this causes them to investigate,
trying to beat the local cops to the scene the whole way.

**

OUT OF

****

This aspect of the movie has more holes than a shower drain.
They don't explain a lot at all. We don't find out why the girl
was murdered or what the sticker meant or even how the trucker
got away the first time. It seemed like they just threw in all the
jokes just to cover for the
sloppy writing.
The movie is pretty
Starring:
funny
though, and its not
Jay Chandrasekhar
like those movies where
Kevin Hefferman
you see all the funny parts
in the trailer. They are conSteve Lemme
stantly picking on Farva,
an undiagnosed ADD
Paul Soter
patient who's on suspenEric Stolhanske
sion for a nasty school bus
incident. Besides the opening of the movie, one of the
Directed by
funniest parts is where FosJay
ter keeps saying "meow"
instead of now when
Chandrasekhar
pulling over a car. The man
keeps insisting that he's
saying meow, which just riles him up more, as Mac tries to contain his laughter. But as funny as the funny parts are, there are
just as many jokes that fall flat.
Director and co-writer Jay Chandrasekhar does an OK job at
the helm, but the writing leaves something to be desired. It is
credited as being written by Broken Lizard, which is actually
the name of the troupe that all of the stars have formed. Each
star is credited with co-writing the film. It kind of makes me
wonder if, with 5 writers and all the holes in the movie, that the
stars actually resemble the characters they play.
But the movie did make me laugh. The jokes that were funny
were fairly original and well-written. It's just too bad there
weren't more of them.
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754@charternet
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On top at the
box office
This weekend's top ten
grossing movies, with
figures (in millions) for
this weekend's gross
and total to-date gross
John Q
20.6
20.6
—

Crossroads
14.6
14.6
—

Return to Never Land
11.8
11.8
—

Collateral Damage
9.1
28.5
—

Big Fat Liar
22.2
8.7
—

A Beautiful Mind
8.5
124.0
—

Hart's War
8.3
8.3
—

Super Troopers
6.2 — 6.2
Black Hawk Down
6.2
95.4
-

Snow Dogs
5.8 — 67.2

Washington portrait toured U.S. last weekend
Suzanne Gamboa

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
WASHINGTON (AP) — Although
many people see George Washington as
the face on the dollar bill, Americans will
soon get a more complete picture of the
first president.
A full-body portrait of Washington
begins an eight-city tour Friday to
remind Americans that he defined the
presidency. Seattle will be among the
stops.
The 1796 painting by Gilbert Stuart,
who also painted the portrait used on the
dollar bill, captures Washington in the
final year of his second term. Standing
regal and stately, Washington exudes the
look of a leader but without the arrogance of a king or dictator, said Marc
Pachter, director of the National Portrait
Gallery, where the painting usually
hangs.
The portrait shows Washington in
civilian clothes with a sword at his side,
his arm stretched out in an oratorical
gesture. The portrait depicts his last

appearance before Congress in Philadelphia, three years before his death in
1799.
"Gilbert.Stuart captured his symbolic
importance to the nation. This is not
George Washington the general. This is
George Washington, the inventor of the
presidency," Pachter said.
The first stop is Friday, the beginning
of President's Day weekend, at the Museurn of Fine Arts in Houston. It will
remain there through June 16 before
traveling to Las Vegas, Los Angeles,
Seattle, Minneapolis, Oklahoma City,
Little Rock, Ark., and New York City.
The painting will be on exhibit at the
Seattle Art Museum from March 21,
2003, through July 20, 2003.
A Washington, D.C., man who portrays George Washington at Mount Vernon and around the capital will follow
the portrait around the country. The tour
also features educational and family programs about Washington and the presidency, and organizers have launched a
Web site about the portrait.
The exhibit's opening comes at a time
of renewed patriotism, Pachter said.

"It certainly takes on an added impor- eagles are on the exposed table leg. In a
tance because it is happening after 9-11," window over Washington's left shoulder,
Pachter said. "I think 9-11 has demanded Stuart painted a rainbow.
of all of us a reassessment of what our
"People want to come here and have
enduring values are. It returns us to our wanted to come here because of the qualorigins and the
ity of democracy that
kinds of risks
this country and this
"I
think
9-11
has painting stand for. We
and ideals we
took as a people
demanded of all of us a take for granted what
and I think it
reassessment of what our we have and we forget
reminds us of a
what a great experienduring values are."
day when we did
ment it was at the
have to fight for
beginning,"
said Beth
MARC PACHTER
our freedom."
Schneider, education
Director, National Portrait Gallery
The portrait is
director for Houston's
filled with symMuseum of Fine Art.
bols of the young nation that are as conStuart was a master portraitist of the
spicuous as the American flags displayed time. He painted six of the founding
around the country since the terrorist fathers.
attacks in September.
The portrait was commissioned in
Beneath the table over which Wash- 1796 by one of America's richest men,
ington's arm is outstretched are books William Bingham, as a gift to the Marsymbolizing Washington's roles as com- quis of Lansdowne. Lansdowne was a
mander of the American Army and presi- British supporter of the American cause
dent of the Constitutional Convention of during the Revolutionary War.
1787.
"The portrait itself is such an amazing
A stars-and-stripes oval medallion piece of both American art and American
decorates a chair to his left, and carved history," Schneider said.

Stories

Continued from

Page 5
■ "I don't have a computer
at home. Is the Internet available
in book form?"
■ "Will the Internet be open
on Memorial Day tomorrow?"
■ Tech Support: "If you
don't have a phone line, you
can't connect to the Internet."
Customer: "That is the most
ridiculous thing I have ever
heard. You guys need to do
something about that if you
want people to be happy with
your service!"
■ Customer: "I just went out
and bought the newest unit they
have out and having trouble
hooking up to the Internet!"
Tech Support: "What type of
machine are you running?"
Customer: "A Nintendo 64!"
Tech Support: "Sorry, but
you can't hook that up to the
Internet. You need a computer
with a modern first."
Customer: "Well, can't I just
buy a modem thing and stuff it
inside somewhere?"
■ Tech Support: "What
operating system are you
running? Windows 95?"
Customer: (a little too
excited) "95, 97, 98, I've got
them all!"
After conferring with her
husband, it turned out she
owned a Macintosh with System
8.1.
■ Tech Support: "OK, calm
down, what is your computer
doing?"
Customer: "It's got all these
flying window things that are
coming out of nowhere! They're
going all over my screen, and,
huh, 0000h, pretty colors."
Tech Support: "Uh, ma'am?
That's your screen saver."
■ Customer: "I have a very
big problem! If you don't help
me right now I will return the
computer!"
Tech Support: "Well sir, what
can I do for you?"
Customer: "Well, I just got
my system today, and my friend
installed a screen saver, and it
comes up fine... BUT EVERY
TIME I MOVE THE MOUSE
IT GOES AWAY!! I I II"
■ A man purchased a laptop
from me. He called about a
week later and said that it would
no longer boot up. He brought it
in, and I discovered that
16 nicely drilled holes were in
the bottom of the case. I asked
him about it, and he said the
machine was too hot sitting on
his lap, so he had drilled these
"air holes."
"Could that be the problem?"
he asked.
Reach Michael Canavino at
michael@canavino.com

The Witionan is biting
Positions
open for
next year
include:

For more
information
contact Jen Selby or
Stacy Booth at
winonan@
webmail.winona.edu

■ Et cetera editor
• Sports editor
MI News editor
• Managing editor
• Online editor
■ Distribution manager
■ Reporters
• Columnists
• Ad manager
• Ad reps
• Business manager

you take care of the patients,
we'll. help take care of the

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Slop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

For more information, contact Captain Bass
at the UW-L ROTC office—(608) 785-6760/6761
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Continued from Page 6

peas. This is step 2 from above:
less mixing equals better crusts.
Next add the liquid. No matter what your recipe calls for,
only add a little liquid at a time.
Mix it in gently with a fork,
remembering to mix as little as
possible. Keep adding liquid
until the dough can be formed
into a damp ball.
After you've got the dough
done, cover the bowl with a
damp cloth (but not dripping
wet), place it in the refrigerator
and take a 30 minute break. This
helps cool those ingredients back
down.
Rolling out the dough can be
a little tricky. To keep it from
sticking to everything, dust your
work surface with flour. Pull the
dough out of the fridge, flatten it
a little and dust the top of it with
flour. You may want to rub a little flour over the rolling pin too,
just for good measure.
If you're making a bottom
crust for an 8-inch pie pan,
you'll want to roll the dough out
to a 12-inch circle. Roll from the
center of the dough out until

you're at about 1/8-inch thickness.
To make the transfer to the
pan, gently fold the dough in half
and then in half again (basically
into quarters). Carefully pick it
up, place the point in the center
of the pan and unfold. Firmly
press the crust into the pan and
trim the extra from the edges.
For pre-baked crust (before
you add filling), poke some
holes in the bottom to allow
steam to escape. Skip this step if
you're filling the pie before baking or you'll end up with a leaking, messy pie and an oven in
need of cleaning.
If you notice the edges of the
crust are browning too much
during the baking, cover them
with strips of tin foil. Even better, do this before you start baking and take them off toward the
end.
Pie crusts are somewhat trial
and error. It takes some work and
testing, although even errors
often taste great.
Reach Missy Tell' at
fooddiva@honnail.com

Sarah Kennon/WINONAN

Devoid of snow in the midst of winter, the staple of Winona State University's west campus, Lourdes Hall, is
illuminated by its central courtyard and resident lighting. The hall, built in the late 1800s, was originally used
as a convent, and is now the biggest residence hall owned by WSU.
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Phi

Continued from Page 5

The performance art perspective of his presentations is the poetry
being spoken. He is able to convey the feeling and the emotion
behind his poems when they are spoken. Phi writes about anything
and everything. His work looks at issues surrounding the AsianAmerican culture as well as other people.
McCullough describes his poetry as "ranging from very lyrical to
quite loving. Some also have the mode of today's rap, meaning they
make a strong social commentary."
Phi describes one of his favorite pieces as growing up poor. The
poem looks at growing up in the Phillips neighborhood.
"It is a meditation on growing up," he said. "It looks at how
things like class, privilege and friendship change as we grow up."
McCullough hoped that students and the community were open
to what he had to say.
"I hope they are able to understand, appreciate and incorporate
these feelings in their own lives," he said.
He adds that in different cultures people don't have the same
privileges as other cultures do.
"I feel that he is a general spokesperson for the issues and feelings for not only the Asian-American culture but for the majority of
all people."
Phi commented, "I hope they think about and hear things that
aren't commonly heard. Some of these issues are often buried and I
hope that this (performance) provokes thought within the community
For Monday night's performance Phi said he would perform a
large body of his work. Many of his pieces are a multifaceted mix of
political and personal issues. It is where these two intersect that his
performance comes from.
McCullough said, "Boo Phi is an extremely powerful speaker. I
would be surprised if anyone in attendance is not moved by what he
has to say."

Chris

Continued from Page 6

While the emission goals are
not "scientifically based" or
"environmentally affective," the
need to do something about
global climate change has been
recognized by the scientific
community for more than a
decade. There is a vast body of
knowledge for the scientific
community to conclude that an
increase in greenhouse gas emissions will lead to a warming
effect and intensity in weather.
But Bush's administration
believes that it has not been conclusively proven that greenhouse
gases contribute to global warming.
Bush also stated that his policy is based on this commonsense
idea: "That economic growth is
the key to environmental
progress."
That can be true for severely

Hopes to send him to college

impoverished countries whose
daily concern about finding food
is greatly more important than
environmental protection, which
could be why the Kyoto treaty
excludes developing countries.
But apparently neither President
Bush nor his administration has
ever taken a conservation biology class, which clearly demonstrates how economic prosperity
directly harms the environment
and that the United States
provides a great case study to
that common sense idea.
What he should have said is
sustainability is the key to
environmental protection and it's
obvious that the current U.S.
economic policy is nowhere near
sustainable.
Reach Chris Benda at
cdbenda8344@webmail.winona.
edit

Agstiefil Impressions
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Living from shut-off to shutoff.

Security can never exist when poverty hangs over your head. And one out of every six children in
America today is living in a brutally uncertain state of poverty — ill-fed. ill-housed and with little or no
access to medical care. One out of every eleven families is struggling below the poverty line, hoping for
the day their children will find a better. life on the other side. More than 31,000,000

POVERTY

people anxious to find a way out, not for a day. but a lifetime But who cares to notice?

Cattvolk Campaign for Human Development
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Jewelry
Black Lights
Incents
T-shirts
Glow Sticks
Dresses
Sweaters

America's forgotten state.

.1.800.946.4243 • www.pavertyusa.org

553 Huff St. 474 - 1305
(Across the Street from ZaZas)
Mon.-Fri. 11AM - SPM, Sat. 10AM - 4PM

INSIDE

WSU baseball coach Gary Grob received
his American Baseball Coaches Hall-ofFame plaque from University President
Darrell Krueger. See Page 10.
February

SPORTS

UM-Crookston
Warriors

73
89

Fisher's
resignation
a surprise

Women's Basketball:
2/15 — 2/16
84
MSU, Moorhead
72
Warriors
89
67

UM-Crookston
Warriors

Track: 2/15
First place

Brett Carow
WINONAN

213

Men's Tennis: 2/16
Warriors
MSU, Mankato

5
4

Warriors
U of Sioux Falls

5
4

Women's Tennis:
2/16 — 2/17
Warriors
St. Cloud State

3
6

Warriors
North Dakota State

2
7

Warriors
Gustavus Adolphus

3
6

Watch 'em
Tennis:
Men's: Vs. St. Scholastica,
Friday, 4 p.m;University of
Mary in Duluth, Saturday,
1 p.m.
Women's: At UM-Duluth,
10 a.m., St. Scholastica,
6 p.m., Friday in Duluth
Basketball:
Women's and Men's:
At UM-Duluth, Friday,
5:30 and 7:30 p.m.
At Bemidji State,
Saturday, 5:30 and
7:30 p.m.

Track:
At NSIC Championships,
Friday and Saturday in
Aberdeen, S.D.

Start 'em
Jamie Miller
She placed sixth in the 60m
Dash, the 20m Dash and the
Long Jump. Her 60m Dash
distance broke the Winona
State school record. She tied
the school record in the
Long Jump

Quote 'em
"We played lackadaisical
and we did not come to
play. We put together a nice
little run late, but then we
lost it."
— WSU men's basketball coach Mike Leaf on
falling behind MSU-Moorhead early in a 55-53 loss.

Count 'em

400,000
Hot dogs consumed in the
first five days of the
Olympics. Salt Lake officials planned on those hot
dogs lasting 12 days longer.
The hot dog binge brought
about a change in policy.
People have subsequently
been allowed to bring their
own food.

42
Points WSU senior guard
Nicole Reisner chalked up
in a pair of Warrior women
home losses Friday and
Saturday night at McCown
Gym. She is currently
averaging 18.6 points per
game for the Warriors.

-
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Score 'em
55
53

-

www.winona.edu/winonan
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Men's Basketball:
2/15 — 2/16
MSU, Moorhead •
Warriors

Chris Yarolimek, Brett Carow — editors
507 457 5520
winonansports@hotmail.com

Seamus Boyle/WINONAN
The UM-Crookston defense can only watch as Warrior Jon Urbach slices through the
lane in last Saturday night's contest. Winona State beat the Golden Eagles 89-73.

Seniors shine in home finale
Carrier and Linzmeier lead the Warriors to a split in their last
home games to remain above .500 at 9-7 in the NSIC
By Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

It was Senior Day at McCown
Gym last Saturday, and senior
Winona State University men's
basketball players Jamie Carrier
and Jason Linzmeier were determined to end their run playing in
McCown on a high note.
They, along with help from
their younger teammates, did a
wonderful job of reaching that
goal. The Warriors crushed the
University of Minnesota, Crookston 89-73 in a Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
match-up.
"Big win for us tonight,"
Linzmeier said. "Now we just
have to take it one game at a time
and make a good run in the playoffs."
Linzmeier finished the game
21 points and six rebounds. Carrier backed him up with
17 points, including three of five
shooting from downtown.
"Those two guys did a great
job tonight," WSU coach Mike
Leaf said. "Linz did a great job
of going to the basket and knocking down his shots. Carrier did a
great job distributing the ball and
he also nailed the big shots."
Carrier finished with seven
assists.
After falling behind 11-8 six
minutes into the game, the Warriors went on a 12-0 run in the
next 90 seconds to take an 18-11
lead.
The Golden Eagles never saw
the lead again.
WSU also put together an 8-0
late in the first to take a 42-29

lead at halftime.
"We were stagnant at both
ends of the floor early," Leaf
said. "So we extended our
defense and started to run a
press. Not only did that create
some quick steals for us, but it
really sparked our offense."
The Warriors didn't let up in
the second half. Justin Redetzke
scored eight of his 16 points in
the second and Travis Leech put
in five of his ten.
"Redetzke played an awesome basketball game tonight,"
Leaf said. "He came off the
bench and he and Jon Urbach did
a great job on both ends of the
floor."
Crookston tried a comeback
with seven minutes to go by
putting together an 8-0 run to cut
the lead to seven, but a WSU
timeout slowed them down and
Leech completed a 3-point play
to boost the lead back to 10 with
4:42 to play.
Urbach also played a big role
for Winona State in the second
half, scoring seven of his 11
points and helping to shut down
Crookston's Joe Hasz, the leading scorer in the NSIC.
Hasz led the Golden Eagles
with 20 points and Nick Collins
added 16 before fouling out late
in the second half.
"Our kids responded very
well from (Friday) night's
game," Leaf said. "We shot the
ball very well tonight and played
good defense."
On Friday, the Warriors hosted the University of Minnesota,
Moorhead. The Dragons came to
town with a slightly better record

than the Warriors and the burden
of not having beaten WSU in
their last six tries.
"The monkey that was on my
back had become an ape," Dragons coach Mike Olson said.
Olson had not beaten WSU as
long as he had been coach,
including a defeat in Moorhead
earlier this season.
Moorhead held off a late
charge by the Warriors and Carrier missed the game-winning
3-pointer at the buzzer as the
Dragons won 55-53.
The Warriors fell behind
early, turning the ball over nine
times in the first ten minutes and
digging themselves into a 20-8
hole with 8:46 left to play in the
first half.
Winona State tried to claw
back into the game with a 9-0
run with 3-pointers from Nate
Coleman, Redetzke and Leech.
The run cut the lead to just three
with 6:40 left, but the Moorhead
sharp shooters kept the Warriors
at bay with an 8-0 run of their
own to take a 28-17 lead at halftime.
"I thought we dug ourselves
into a pretty big hole," Leaf said.
"We played lackadaisical and we
did not come to play. We put
together a nice little run late, but
then we lost it."
The second half didn't start
much better for the Warriors.
They still trailed by 12 with 11
minutes left, but then Linzmeier
came to the rescue again. He hit
two three balls and Leech put in
a jumper and the lead was cut to
just four.

Head Volleyball Coach
Amy Fisher is leaving Winona
State in the fall of 2002. The
move comes as a surprise to
most people.
Her husband, Richard, has
accepted a new job in Las
Vegas. Fisher said, "He had
been looking for a position in
the area until this offer came
along." The Fishers took a trip
to Nevada over Christmas
break to help make their decision.
Fisher was hired as the head
volleyball coach in the fall
1995, when the university
switched conferences from the
NAIA to the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference.
Fisher says one of the lasting
impressions she left on the volleyball program is the increase
of respectability.
The perennial doormat of
the NAIA found a boost in
team morale and spirit with the
hiring of Fisher.
"We competed well even
though the records didn't show
it,"Fisher said. "Teams could
no longer come into our house
and expect an easy win."
Since Fisher's inception, 33
academic all-conference athletes have strutted through
Warrior land. Fisher said this is
one of the most important
accomplishments of her
regime because of the limited
opportunities for female athletes to take their craft to the
almost non-existent professional level.
The talent pool in volleyball at Winona State has been
far from dry over the past
seven years.
Fisher has coached 18
NSIC all-conference atheletes
and two all-region athletes.
Fisher's departure will
bring about a new head coach
in the fall, but for the spring
practice season, Fisher's former assistant, Christa Matter,

will take over as interim
coach.
Fisher maintains that the
change is not necessarily a bad
thing. "The change can be
stressful and a challenge, but
the athletes are very mature
and will handle the change
well," Fisher said. "It's a great
opportunity to push athletes a
little bit further. (The change)
will bring a sense of exciting
and new ideas and routines.
Only the goal of winning
remains the same."
The job was her first as a
head coach. She maintains that
it might not be her last however. "1 am hoping to (coach
again), I have no desire to
coach DI , but I might get into
the high school ranks," Fisher
said. "I would love to coach
college again."
Fisher has been an assistance coach at both the University of Minnesota and North
Dakota State.
She said leaving Winona
State will be different than
those places. "I have a little bit
more of myself put into this
program," Fisher said. "I've
brought in the athletes that I
have felt will help the program
the best and they're a great
group of student athletes. I feel
pretty close to them, I will
miss them a great deal."
Fisher does not know of
any extravagant send off
planned for her departure.
"We still have two or three
months," Fisher said. "Goodbyes are difficutl and I show
my emotions very easily."
It was one of Fisher's
dreams to be a head coach at
the collegiate level. Winona
State fulfilled that dream.
"I want to thank the student
population for my stay and
through my classes," Fisher
said. "They have made my
stay wonderful and incredible.
I also want to thank the faculty
and staff for supporting my
program and Winona State's
athletics."

Coach Atny Fisher's

VVinona State volleyball record
Season
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Total

Conference
0-17
1 13
2-10
3-9
7-11
3 -7
4 -14
20- 84

Overall
4-28
3-28
11 -20
12-20
14 -18
7-16
58 - 165

See WSU hoops, Page 10

Women fall to NSIC's big guns without Koster
Sara Grennlee
WINONAN

With its tallest player out due to a hyperextendedknee, the Winona State University
women's basketball team just couldn't measure up to the competition in its last weekend
of ball at McCown gymnasium.
The Warriors played host to what could
be consideredthe two most dominant post
teams in the Northern Sunlntercollegiate
Conference—Minnesota State-Moorhead on
Friday night and University of MinnesotaCrookston Saturday night.
Both teams used primarily the same strategy to upend WSU, hitting the Warriors
where it hurts the most—the inside.
Friday night Winona State squared off
against the deadly post combination of Liz
Klukas and Katie Doerr.
Although the Warriors hung in there in
the first half, trailing by only one, 39-38, at
halftime, the Dragons fought through to the
84-72 win.
With the focus inside, especially in the
second half, Klukas, who stands 6-1, came
through strong for Moorhead (10-6 NSIC,

14-10 overall) with a double-double of 25
points and 17 rebounds. Doerr, who found
herself in foul trouble early intothe game,
came out in the second half to help spark a
pair of 6-0 runs, putting in 10 points and five
rebounds all after halftime.
"Without Katie Kosters we really don't
have much height underneath," WSU coach
Terri Sheridan said. "This creates a mismatch inside.
"It's not that our inside girls don't play
well, they are just smaller and younger,"
Sheridan added. "It is something that will
come with time."
The mismatch inside created less focus on
the outside scoring threat of Kris Wilson.
Wilson was able to muster a game-high 29
points for Moorhead, making three 3-point
baskets, and combining with Klukas for all
but two of the Dragon's first-half field goals.
Nicole Reisner countered for the Warriors, scoring a team-high 21 points. Jenny
Wiesner helped keep Winona State close at
the half with 10 of her total 16 points falling
before the break.
Saturday night was pretty much the same
story with Winona State having to match up

against Crookston's 6-2 Jessica Forsline and
Sarah Nagel, who stands 6-1. Crookston (106, 15-10) took advantage of its inside players
and walked away with an 89-67 victory over
the Warriors.
Nevertheless, WSU's first half was
promising. After a jump-start of 3-point baskets by Dianne Stratton and Emily Dolan,
Winona State (4-12, 10-14) came from an
early nine-point deficit in the first half to
force five Crookston turnovers in three minutes. By the time the teams retreated to their
locker rooms for halftime, the Warriors had
tied the score at 39.
"Forsline is the best post player in the
conference," Sheridan said. "We tried to
double team her a little in the first half, but
then Nagel stepped up in the second half and
started scoring, so again we were really mismatched inside."
Winona State was out-rebounded 50-29
in the game, but only 21-18 in the first half.
"Anytime you don't get the win, you
can't really appreciate what you did well,"
Sheridan said. "And it does become a mental
thing. But if you get knocked down six
times, get up seven, that is our mentality."

Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

Jenny Johnson pops a
three-pointer from the corner at McCown Gymnasium Friday night. The Warriors fell to MSU-Moorhead
84-72.

WINONAN
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Continued from Page 9
Moorhead wasted no time in
building the lead back up;
putting together a 9-0 run two
minutes later and • pushing the
lead back to 13 with 2:34 left to
play.
"We tried to chip away at
their lead in the second half,"
Leaf said. "We hit some 3s and
got the basket from Leech, but it
obviously wasn't enough."
Even though the Warriors
were tired and their momentum
was deflated, they continued to
fight. Linzmeier tossed in a pair
of free throws, and Redetzke
drilled a 3-pointer. Leech scored
with a nice assist from Carrier
and then Carrier hit a three and
the lead was down to five with
44 seconds left.
After a missed basket and one
by Moorhead, WSU's John Hopf
was fouled and sent to the line.
He missed his first shot, and he
intentionally missed the second
one and sent the rebound back to
Carrier who drilled a three from
the top of the key to cut the lead
to two with 14 seconds left.
Linzmeier stole the inbounds
pass and dished to Hopf who
passed to Carrier, but his shot
clanked off the rim just before
the buzzer.
"We had every chance to win
tonight," Carrier said. "Everyone worked hard and we were
never out of it. Unfortunately, it
just didn't happen."

Men take two, women winless

February

20, 2002

He's In!

No. 1 Lipinski leads WSU men in singles while
Darveaux and LaShomb run unbeaten streak to five
Chris Yarolimek
WINONAN
MANKATO/ST. PETER,
Minn. — The Winona State
University men's tennis team
came home from its weekend
road trip with a sweep and the
women came home winless.
The Warrior men, led by
the play of Mike Lipinski,
dropped Minnesota-State
Mankato and the University of
Sioux Falls, each by the score
of 5-4. Lipinski, WSU's No. 1
men's singles player, was victorious in both his singles
matches to go with a pair of

doubles wins.
Sean Kangraga and Bart
Ellingsen were each unbeaten
in singles play and teammates
Josh Schommer, and Stefan
Orfanakas helped ensure doubles wins.
On the women's side, playing three tough nonconference
matches in two days was a
challenging task. The Warriors
fell to St. Cloud State (6-3)
and North Dakota State (7-2)
on Saturday and Gustavus
Adolphus (6-3) on Sunday.
Karen Darveaux and
Joanne LaShomb upped their
undefeated doubles win-streak

to five straight with their 8-3
win on Sunday. Darveaux also
won in No. 1 singles to keep
her undefeated status alive.
On Saturday, after knocking off St. Cloud's No. 1 doubles team, Darveaux nursed an
injury, which gave Lindsay
Sims and Brea Bruggeman a
chance at the No. 1 spot. They
came through, with a 9-7 victory.
Sims and Bruggeman also
won in No. 2 singles earlier in
the day for WSU. LaShomb
and Jennifer Wunsch chalked
up a win at No. 3 singles
against NDSU:

Nowhere to pass, nowhere to shoot

Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

Winona State University President Darrell Krueger presents head baseball coach Gary Grob with his American
Baseball Coaches Association Hall-of-Fame plaque.

Winona State Track and Field
UNI Dome Open, University of Northern Iowa
Place
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH
6TH
6TH
6TH
8TH
8TH

NSW

Northern Sm) htmilegiate Cori
STANDINGS

Event
Triple Jump*
Shot Put
Triple Jump
Weight Throw
60m*
200m
Long jump*
60m
Pole vault

Competitor
Keri Kreuzer
Alicia Sliter
Tracy Knippel
Jenny Klatt
Jamie Miller
Jamie Miller
Jamie Miller
Jenny Cuculi
Jenny Foegen

Mark
36-0
39' 7 1/4
35' 6 1/2
48' 11 3/4
8.04
26.70
17'10 1/4
8.11
9' 6 1/4

Men's Basketball

* indicates new Winona State University record

Conference Overall
L
W L
Northern State
13 4
18 7
Southwest State
12 4
17 6
Bemidji State
12 4
15 6
UM-Duluth
12 4
15 9
MSU-Moorhead
9 7
15 9
Winona State
9 7
13 11
Coneordia-St Paul 5
9
16
11
Wayne State
4
12
8
16
UM-Crookston
3
13
6
18
UM-Morris
2
15
3
22

2002 Olympic Medal Count

Women's Basketball
Conference Overall
WL
WL
Concordia-St.Paul
21 6
12 4
Southwest State
12 4
17 7
Northern State
12 5
17 8
UM- Duluth
18 9
11 5
UM-Crookston
10 6
15 10
MSU-Moorhead
10 6
14 10
Wayne State
8 8
11 13
Winona State
4 12
10 14
Berrudj1 State
4 20
2
14
UM-Morris
0
17
0 25

Seamus Boyle/Winonan

Nicole Reisner and a teammate each get a body on this UM-Crookston Golden Eagle. Reisner went nuts when the ball was in her hand scoring 42
points over the weekend. The women's teams were swept by MSU-Moorhead and Crookston.

If you are a Winona State University club team and would like
to have your results published in the Winonan, contact sports
editors Brett Carow or Chris Yarolimek at 457-5220.

Country

G S B Total

Germany
United States
Norway
Austria
Russian Federation
Italy
Canada

8 10 6
4 7 7
8 6 0
1
3 9
4 5 3
3
2 3
2
1 4

Fudged figures fuel ISU policy changes
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Steep Welt,
Do well
For kids to do their best in
school or at play, they should
get at least nine hours of
sleep every night. Kids

can be Star Sleepers
like Garfield. Visit
httplistarsleep,nhIbi,nih.gov
for sleep tips and fun activities.

Want to help your kid with science

but not sure how?
were, ,0 m.rtM usmr, 4aw, ny tri brew*,
ht7W to ht4t,

twip aii."44,

a it,efi.

rr#1} r. all 11146s wiryx 105
cva

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Public' Holth SerAce
Heath argi Human Services

U.S. Dppariment 01

24
18
14
13
12
8
7

Beleaguered skating officials will mull radical
changes in a judging system that deteriorated into
a cheating scandal at the Winter Olympics after
decades of whispered deals.
Suspended French judge Marie-Reine Le
Gougne also wants to .tell her side of the story to
the International Skating Union, and may get the
chance before the council meets Monday in closed
session.
French skating leader Didier Gailhaguet said
that Le Gougne decided, after a few days of deliberation, that she wanted to be heard by the ISU
about the pressure she said she felt to vote for the
Russians in pairs skating.
Le Gougne provided the swing vote in a 5-4
decision that gave the gold to the Russian couple
over the Canadians, though the ISU and International Olympic Committee later chose to give the
Canadians a gold, as well.
"We are awaiting the reaction of the ISU," said
Gailhaguet, who is on the 11-member council.
ISU president Ottavio Cinquanta has promised
to present a thorough overhaul of the judging system. The most significant of those reforms would
be cutting the ties between judges and their
national federations.
"Judges need to be under the ISU banner, not
the national federation banner," said Sally Staple-.
ford, a former British champion and chairperson
of the figure skating technical committee. "It
would helpful if the ISU did the appointments to
the international level, not members. The ISU
should try to break the tie between member federations and judges."
That idea was proposed two years ago at the
full ISU Congress in Quebec City, but failed to
receive the two-thirds majority vote needed to
pass.

Cinquanta said he has prepared his own plan to
bring more discipline and accountability to judging, but he declined to elaborate on details.
ISU spokesperson Aline Bussat said, "The idea
is to change judging, to make it safer, better and
improve the system."
None of the changes were likely to be implemented at these Olympics. Unless Cinquanta calls
for an emergency action or special votes, any
reform plan would have to be approved by a twothirds majority of all member federations at the
next ISU Congress in Kyoto, Japan, in June.
"I might assume if anything more comes out,
we'll have to have special meetings," said. Claire
Ferguson, an American member of the council.
Among various proposals that have been made,
and rejected over the years, are an increase in the
number of judges from nine for an event to 15 or
20. One idea would be to count only nine of their'
scores, selecting them randomly, while throwing
out the highest and lowest scores. That proposal
was rejected two years ago as being too expensive.
Other proposals have called for judges to be
named only a short time before competition,
rather than months in advance, as was the case
with the pairs Olympic judges. Short notice might
reduce the chances of trading votes or making
other deals.
But nothing, Ferguson said, will guarantee that
judges won't ever be compromised, or that their
decisions won't be hotly questioned by skaters
and fans.
"I don't think you can ever be assured of anything not happening," Ferguson said. 'People are
human beings. All of these suggestions that are
being made, believe me, in the eight years I've
been involved, have been debated. We go to our
meeting on Monday and try to solve the problems
that have to be solved."
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OPINION

Spring break
ideal time to
start job hunt
pring Break. It's
the time when
JCRYSTAL
everyone seems
KAP=
to be trotting off to
Mexico, Florida, California, Hawaii or some
Editortal
other hot spot that is
columnist
the opposite of a dreary
Minnesota winter.
(Personally, a bunch of
friends and I are driving
down to Chicago to see Jerry Springer!) But for those of
you that aren't packing up for an exotic vacation, spring
break is the best time to start looking for summer employment.
I know what you are thinking, "UGH! It's spring break,
the time to relax and enjoy some decent weather, not the
time to gallivant around the cities looking for something
more than minimum wage!" I know it isn't exactly how
you would like to be spending your well-deserved break,
but we have to face the fact that we need to earn some
money if we want to stay in school. It also helps prevent
paying off student loan bills into retirement.
If we wait until school lets out to start looking for summer jobs, there isn't going to be a whole lot left. Granted,
Winona State does get out pretty early (I've never heard of
school ending the beginning of May before!) but that still
isn't early enough. All the good jobs are going to be taken
over spring break.
There are several places to start looking. The most common way is to go directly to the employer and fill out an
application. The advantage to this method is that it shows
assertiveness and ambition. It also tells the employer that
you really want the job and are willing to work. One very
important document that will make things go much
smoother and show your competitiveness is a resume. This
isn't as important for freshmen or sophomores but can be
vital for juniors and seniors.
Another method would be going through a temp
agency. The agency will find you a job and set everything
up. This takes all the guesswork out of finding a job, but
there are disadvantages, too. The main disadvantage here
is that the temp agency takes out a chunk of your
check. They take out on average a dollar per hour. If this is
a serious downfall for you, I suggest looking on your own.
Word of mouth is quite a bit more powerful than most
people think. Neighbors, relatives, friends — almost
everyone has a job and information about it. This is definitely a good place to start. Besides, it doesn't take as
much work on your part to actually find the job, and it
gives you more time to enjoy your break.
Using the Internet is an endlessly useful tool. Filling out
applications online couldn't be easier. Plus, you can do it
from school and enjoy your break without the pressure of
summer employment hanging over your head!
The best advice here is to get ahead of the crowd. That
way you will get a job that is close to home and pays well,
and you may actually even like it!
Kapler
at
Reach
Krystal
klkapler6764@webmail.
winona.edu
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Kelly Bitter — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu
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Religion can be complex, confusing issue
his week, I'm going
to give you my humble lack of an opinion. We have two religion
columnists at this paper who
alternate weeks to write.
Unfortunately, they are both
the same religion and say
the same thing, and
although it may not be
preachy, it feels that way sometimes.
See, I am confused. That's simple enough.
Religion confuses the hell out of me. It makes
me uncomfortable, it doesn't make any sense
and it contradicts itself. For the most part. I am
only ever exposed to one branch of religion:
Christianity.
Now, before anyone gets offended, please
understand this is how I feel. You are all welcome to tell me why I'm wrong, but I'm not
really looking to be saved. I'm looking to
express a feeling I know other people have as
well. I'm going to focus on Christianity, but
only because it is all I have ever learned about,
which I think is one of my major problems in
the first place.
Something I think a lot of people forget is
that, for many, religion is not that easy to
understand.
I thought I had it figured out. All through
elementary and middle school, I was taught

that God loves all people. I
believed it. I went to church.
I was fine and happy with
this relationship I was supposed to be having with this
omnipotent being.
Editoria l
Then I got to college, and
this institution that was supcolumnist
posed to open my mind
slammed the door shut.
What they forgot to tell me when I was
9 years old is that God loves all people as long
as they are this, this, this, this and this. God
loves all people as long as they believe this, do
that and think this way.
And nobody ever bothered to explain it to
me. I have been judged, I have been criticized
and I have argued to no avail with people who
just don't understand that I need more than a
Bible thrust in my face to answer my questions.
I read e-mails from people who call themselves Christians, who sit and tell other people
they are going to hell because they are this or
because they don't pray or because they pray
but they don't go to church.
Huh? When was it decided that they control
the location of my afterlife?
To refute an argument before it is made, I
am not an atheist, and many times I find it easier to argue with them than anyone else.

I truly believe there is something out there,
up there, somewhere. Too much is inexplicable
in my life for there not to be. But narrowing it
down to a religion is where I'm having problems.
I remember one time at lunch in seventh
grade, a girl wouldn't sit at my table because I
was Lutheran and I went to a predominantly
Catholic public school. She'd gotten confused,
I guess, by stuff her parents said.
But the mix-up is easy.
It's gotten difficult for me to distinguish
who Christians accept or deny as good people
and where I fit into the mix. I have tons of
friends who are probably the most devout
Christians I know who also double as the most
open-minded people I know. Then there are
others, famous Christians, who think stuff like
the World Trade Center attack was the fault of
abortionists, feminists and homosexuals.
So that's the confusion. If you'd like to discuss this with me, I am open to positive cornments. If you're just going to write and tell me
I'm going to hell or need to be saved by you,
please refrain — I got enough of that living in
the dorms for two years.
Reach
Kelly
Kirby
at
kckirby2279@webmail.
winona. edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Suggestions offered for helping
people with eating disorders
Eating disorders consume all parts of a person's life. Friends, family, school and free time
are consumed with thoughts of dieting and
exercise. These disorders are more common
than what most people think and are preventable as long as people are willing to accept
they have a problem and choose to seek help.
Many of us have friends and family who
might be dealing with disordered eating patterns or behaviors. We ourselves might be
struggling. In these situations, it is important
for us to address the situations in an honest and
respectful way before more damage is done.
People with eating disorders need the care
and support of friends and family. These disorders cannot be cured overnight; only time,
learning, and patience can help individuals
learn more positive behaviors and attitudes.
If you know someone who is excessively
concerned with eating, exercising, or dieting,
the person probably should seek help from a
professional. You can't solve your friend's
problems, but you can help. There are a few
helpful things a person can do to help a friend
with disordered eating:
1. Confront the person in a calm and caring
way. Let them know of your concern and that
you care. Give specific reasons for the concern you have.
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Kelly Bitter
Stacy Booth
Brett Carow
Ty Gangelhoff
Valerie Kramer

Jenny Miller
Jennifer Selby
Missy Teff
Chris Yarolimek

2. Use "I" statements. Examples include: "I
feel worried when I see you not eat lunch." Or,
"I am scared when I see your clothes so loose."
Avoid using "You" statements as they can be
condescending and can make a person feel
ashamed or scared.
3. Be a model of healthy self-esteem. and
body image. Realize that others model themselves after the way you take care of your own
body. You can be a good role model by choosing to value yourself!
4. Avoid classifying foods as "good" or
"bad." Instead, consider food choices as "more
healthy" and "less healthy." Choose a variety
of nutritious foods, and consume the lesshealthy foods in moderation.
5. Become a critical viewer of media and
their body-image messages. Media are part of
our everyday life, and they influence how we
perceive others and ourselves, as well as our
perception of the ideal body image. If we can
become more conscious of what we see and
hear and realize that media is not reality, we
will be more realistic in our thinking and perceptions.
Many times the person with the eating
problem might become angry upon confrontation or may completely deny there is a problem
at all. Consider talking to someone else who
may be able to help the person realize there is a
problem so help can be obtained.

It is important to keep in mind you cannot
force a change in habits or attitudes. You cannot convince someone they have a problem.
People with disordered eating must come to a
realization of their problem on their own and
make the decision to get help. You will make
important progress in honestly sharing your
concerns, providing support and knowing
where to receive help. People struggling with
eating disorders do need professional help.
Remember there is help available, and there is
hope!
More information concerning eating disorders can be found at www.edap.org

Lindsey Borresen and
Sara Bauer
Juniors/ Exercise Science
Stud auction raises money
for Block Party
Thank you to everyone who made the Stud
Auction a huge success. A big thanks goes out
to Milan Homola and Logan Carstensen for
organizing the event and to all the people who
donated their time and/or money to the auction. We raised more than $595 to go toward
the Quad/Prentis-Lucas halls Block Party,
which will be April 25.

The Block Party Committee

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions expressed in
the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona
State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include your
full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members must include ful'
name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name and phone
number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. The
can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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